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A    have crashed into
Earth since the formation of the solar system.
In the late 1980s, scientists established that

the impact of a large asteroid or comet on the edge of
the Yucatan Peninsula caused the extinction of the di-
nosaurs [1]. The recent collision of the comet Shoe-
maker-Levy 9 with Jupiter shows that such massive
collisions still occur in our solar system. While such
large-scale collisions occur only once in a million
years, smaller impacts that cause severe regional de-
struction happen about once in a hundred years [2].
The presence of many asteroids in orbits that may
eventually collide with Earth has generated consider-
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■ Lincoln Laboratory has been developing electro-optical space-surveillance
technology to detect, characterize, and catalog satellites for more than forty
years. Recent advances in highly sensitive, large-format charge-coupled devices
(CCDs) allow this technology to be applied to detecting and cataloging
asteroids, including near-Earth objects (NEOs). When equipped with a new
Lincoln Laboratory focal-plane camera and signal processing technology, the
1-m U.S. Air Force ground-based electro-optical deep-space surveillance
(GEODSS) telescopes can conduct sensitive large-coverage searches for Earth-
crossing and main-belt asteroids. Field measurements indicate that these
enhanced telescopes can achieve a limiting magnitude of 22 over a 2-deg2 field
of view with less than 100 sec of integration. This sensitivity rivals that of much
larger telescopes equipped with commercial cameras.

Working two years under U.S. Air Force sponsorship, we have developed
technology for asteroid search operations at the Lincoln Laboratory
Experimental Test Site near Socorro, New Mexico. By using a new large-format
2560 × 1960-pixel frame-transfer CCD camera, we have discovered over 10,000
asteroids, including 53 NEOs and 4 comets as designated by the Minor Planet
Center (MPC). In March 1998, the Lincoln Near-Earth Asteroid Research
(LINEAR) program provided over 150,000 observations of asteroids—nearly
90% of the world’s asteroid observations that month—to the MPC, which
resulted in the discovery of 13 NEOs and 1 comet. The MPC indicates that the
LINEAR program outperforms all asteroid search programs operated to date.

able discussion among the press, scientists, and gov-
ernment agencies about how to estimate the likeli-
hood of such a collision and prevent it from happen-
ing. To date, no consensus on the most effective
methods for intercepting or otherwise diverting such
a collision has emerged; however, there is agreement
that the first step toward protecting Earth is to find
and catalog all potentially threatening asteroids, and
track new comets entering the solar system.

Figure 1 depicts the inner solar system, showing
the main asteroid belt between the orbits of Mars and
Jupiter. Most asteroids in the main belt have low-ec-
centricity orbits that will not encounter Earth. Aster-
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oids with orbits that cross or approach Earth’s orbit
are one of three types of near-Earth objects (NEOs):
Aten, Apollo, and Amor. Aten asteroids typically
spend most of their time closer to the Sun than to
Earth, crossing Earth’s orbit at aphelion, when they
are farthest from the Sun. The semimajor axis of an
Aten’s orbit is less than that of Earth’s orbit, which is
one astronomical unit (150 million km). Apollo as-
teroids spend most of their time farther away from
the Sun than from Earth, crossing Earth’s orbit near
perihelion, when they are closest to the Sun. This
perihelion distance averages less than the semimajor
axis of Earth’s orbit. The NEO in Figure 1, therefore,
is an Apollo asteroid. Amor asteroids approach Earth’s
orbit, but their orbits pass inside the semimajor axis
of Mars’ orbit and do not cross Earth’s orbit. Amor as-
teroids must be closely monitored because they come
quite close to Earth’s orbit. Comets from the outer so-
lar system can also cross Earth’s orbit, often with little
warning and at high velocities.

The Spaceguard Survey, a NASA study on NEOs,
estimates that 320,000 asteroids exist with diameters
greater than 100 m, and of these, 2100 asteroids have

diameters greater than 1 km, as shown in Figure 2 [2].
Researchers have cataloged about 10% of asteroids
with diameters larger than 1 km, and they know of an
even smaller percentage of asteroids with diameters
below 1 km. Larger asteroids could cause global dam-
age in an Earth collision. Smaller-diameter asteroids
colliding with Earth could cause considerable re-
gional damage, especially in coastal areas because of
impact-generated tsunamis. The remaining asteroid
population must be detected and cataloged to assess
the near-term threat of such objects. As each asteroid
is discovered, researchers can calculate its orbit to de-
termine if the asteroid will pass close to Earth.

Historically, the task of discovering asteroids has
been expensive and time consuming. The traditional
search technique relied on photographic plates and
labor-intensive manual detection and measurement
of objects. Newer electronic imaging techniques that
use charge-coupled devices (CCDs) are faster than
photographic surveys because the CCD images are
processed with computers and the detection and mea-
surement of objects is automated.

In the early 1980s, Tom Gehrels of the University
of Arizona began the Spacewatch survey with a
0.9-m telescope at Kitt Peak Observatory [3]. The
survey uses commercial CCDs operated to minimize
the data readout and processing load. During a
search, the telescope is stationary and the sky drifts
past the focal plane of the telescope. The CCD out-
put is read electronically at a rate that matches the star

FIGURE 1. Inner solar system showing the orbits of aster-
oids and comets in the main asteroid belt between Mars and
Jupiter (relative orbits drawn to scale). Most asteroids in the
main belt have nearly circular orbits and so do not pose a
threat to Earth. Asteroids with highly elliptical orbits that
cross or approach Earth’s orbit are called near-Earth objects
(NEOs).

FIGURE 2. Estimated population of Earth-crossing aster-
oids with diameters above a given size. About 10% of aster-
oids with diameters larger than 1 km are known.
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motion. Multiple passes of the data are then pro-
cessed on a workstation to find moving objects. This
approach was chosen to accommodate the slow data
readout rate of the CCD and the computer process-
ing capabilities available at the time. The Spacewatch
program has discovered more asteroids than any other
search program, finding 164 NEOs, of which 37 are
1 km or larger in size.

Since November 1995, the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA) and the Jet Pro-
pulsion Laboratory (JPL) have operated a survey with
a telescope from the ground-based electro-optical
deep-space surveillance (GEODSS) site on the island
of Maui in Hawaii [4]. This survey, called Near-Earth
Asteroid Tracking (NEAT), uses a front-illuminated
commercial 4096 × 4096-pixel CCD manufactured
by Lockheed-Martin-Fairchild. NEAT operates in a
step-stare mode that images a portion of the sky while
moving the telescope to track the stars. Three images
of the same portion of sky are collected over several
hours and processed by a workstation to identify
moving objects. The NEAT program has discovered
29 NEOs, of which 12 are 1 km or larger in size.

The commercial CCDs and computers typically
used by astronomers have limitations that compro-
mise the productivity of an NEO search. First, many
of the commercial CCDs are front illuminated,
meaning that the incoming photons must penetrate
the wiring of the CCD device before being detected.
The fraction of incident photons detected, known as
the solar-spectrum-weighted quantum efficiency, is
limited to about 30% or less. Second, large-format
commercial CCDs must be read out slowly to main-
tain low-noise performance, which reduces search ef-
ficiency. Because a single image can take tens of sec-
onds to read out, the CCD integrates photons during
only a fraction of its operation time.

The solution to these problems can be found in the
CCDs that Lincoln Laboratory designed to track
Earth-orbiting satellites. These CCDs are back illu-
minated for higher quantum efficiencies and have a
frame-transfer design that eliminates slow readout.
For asteroid search and detection, we estimate that a
network of two or three 1-m telescopes equipped
with such CCDs could complete a twenty-five-year
Spaceguard-type survey in a decade.

Space-Surveillance Technology

Space surveillance involves detecting and tracking
Earth-orbiting satellites and space debris, as well as
maintaining a catalog of such objects. Lincoln Labo-
ratory has been developing technology for the U.S.
Air Force Space-Surveillance Network (SSN) for over
forty years. In 1957, for example, the Laboratory
tracked Sputnik, the first artificial satellite, by using
the Millstone Hill Radar in Westford, Massachusetts.
The Laboratory continues to use the Millstone Hill
facility to develop and transfer radar and software
technology for the SSN.

At the Experimental Test Site (ETS) at White
Sands Missile Range near Socorro, New Mexico, Lin-
coln Laboratory is testing its new generation of sensi-
tive large-format frame-transfer CCD focal planes to
upgrade GEODSS. Figure 3 shows the space-surveil-
lance facilities at White Sands Missile Range.

A number of GEODSS sites are deployed world-
wide, each currently equipped with 1-m-class tele-
scopes and ebsicon (electron-bombarded silicon) de-
tector systems based on 1970s television technology.
The new Lincoln Laboratory focal-plane CCD and
camera system provides three benefits: significantly
improved sensitivity, which reduces integration times
and allows tracking of fainter objects; fast frame-
transfer readout, which allows the integration of the
next image to be started while the previous image is
read out; and stringent blemish specifications, which
minimize the loss of detections attributed to focal-
plane defects. The improved focal-plane CCDs have
been installed in a new generation of camera systems
and are currently undergoing testing at the ETS. Fig-
ure 4 shows the telescope used for the CCD camera
tests and asteroid searches.

The new focal-plane and camera technology gives
the 1-m GEODSS telescopes considerable capability
to conduct sensitive, large-coverage searches for
space-surveillance applications. With some modifica-
tions, these capabilities can be extended to searches
for Earth-crossing asteroids. Field measurements at
ETS with a GEODSS telescope equipped with Lin-
coln Laboratory’s new-generation CCD and camera
indicate that the CCD-equipped GEODSS telescope
can achieve a limiting magnitude of 22 at a signal-to-
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noise ratio of 4 over a 2-deg2 field of view in less than
a 100-sec integration. This sensitivity compares to
that of much larger telescopes equipped with existing
cameras. In addition to the high sensitivity, the
frame-transfer capability enables the high coverage
rates of the sky needed for asteroid search operations.

Detector Technology

The latest-generation Lincoln Laboratory CCD chip
features a focal-plane array of 2560 × 1960 pixels and
an intrinsic readout noise of only a few electrons per
pixel (Figure 5). The CCD chips are constructed by
using a back-illumination process, which provides
peak quantum efficiency exceeding 90% and solar-
spectrum-weighted quantum efficiency of 65%. After
an integration is finished, the resulting image is
quickly transferred to the frame-store buffers, allow-
ing the active imaging area to conduct the next inte-
gration while the image is read from the frame-store
buffers. This feature eliminates the need for a me-
chanical shutter to define the exposure, since the im-
age transfer time from the imaging area into the
frame buffer is only several milliseconds. The focal
plane is equipped with eight parallel readout ports to
allow the five million pixel values to be read out of the
frame-store buffers in about 0.2 sec. The Lincoln
Laboratory CCDs described above have been con-
structed specifically to allow large portions of the sky
to be searched for faint moving targets. Consequently,
they have the best combination of large format and
detection performance among current CCDs.

Initial Field Tests

We conducted initial field tests of the new CCD and
camera system at ETS in August 1995 and July 1996.
We wanted to determine the system’s ability to detect
asteroids and to meet design specifications for satellite
surveillance. The Lincoln Laboratory CCD allows a
1-m GEODSS telescope to achieve impressive limit-
ing-magnitude performance in short integration
times. Figure 6 indicates the limiting magnitude
achieved as a function of integration time for the Lin-

FIGURE 3. Space-surveillance facilities at the White Sands Missile Range near Socorro, New Mexico. The four tele-
scopes near the middle and the far-left telescope with open dome represent Lincoln Laboratory’s Experimental Test
Site (ETS). The three telescopes on the right represent an operational ground-based electro-optical deep-space
surveillance (GEODSS) site.

FIGURE 4. ETS telescope used to test the Lincoln Labora-
tory large-format CCD camera and search for asteroids. The
telescope is identical to an operational GEODSS telescope.
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coln Laboratory CCD compared with the same infor-
mation estimated for the JPL NEAT system, which
employs a commercial CCD [5]. The difference in
performance is significant because the observing site
for NEAT on Maui generally has better seeing than
the ETS site near Socorro.

During the initial tests, a small amount of observ-
ing time was dedicated to searching for asteroids.
That effort yielded a total of 177 asteroid observa-
tions, which were sent to the Minor Planet Center
(MPC) in Cambridge, Massachusetts. From these ob-
servations, 49 new objects received designations from
the MPC, including a confirmed NEO, designated
1996 MQ.

The LINEAR Program

Our initial results were modest in terms of the por-
tion of sky covered and the numbers of asteroids dis-
covered because they were made with a preliminary
camera and data system that provided a fraction of
the possible discovery rate of a complete operational
system with the same CCD technology. Even so, the
results convinced the U.S. Air Force that this ap-

proach had considerable merit and potential. Conse-
quently, the Lincoln Near-Earth Asteroid Research
(LINEAR) program began with funding in early
1997. We designed a new system to boost the search,
processing, and discovery capabilities by integrating
real-time hard-disk storage, improved signal process-
ing, and automation of data management tasks.

Figure 7 displays the process flow of the LINEAR
system at ETS. The input data consist of three to five
CCD image frames of the same location of the sky
collected at intervals of about thirty minutes. The de-
tection algorithm includes four major steps: image
registration, background suppression and normaliza-
tion, binary quantization, and clustering and veloc-
ity-matched filtering. First, image registration cor-
rects any pointing errors between the images by
shifting the second through last frames to line up
their stellar backgrounds with that of the first image.
Next, the LINEAR system normalizes the registered
images to remove background noise in the back-
ground suppression and normalization block. Esti-
mates of background mean and standard deviation
are computed at each pixel, averaging over all the
frames. Data are normalized pixel by pixel by using
the local background mean and standard deviation.
The normalized data are then binary quantized with a
simple threshold (currently 99.9%).

FIGURE 5. Five-million-pixel Lincoln Laboratory CCD chip.
This chip is constructed by using a back-illumination pro-
cess and features a 2560 × 1960-pixel focal-plane array. Four
frame-store buffers hold an image after integration, allowing
the active imaging array to conduct the next integration
while the current image is read from the frame-store buffers.

FIGURE 6. Limiting magnitude for a signal-to-noise (SNR)
ratio of 6 as a function of integration time for the Lincoln
Laboratory CCD and the Near-Earth Asteroid Tracking
(NEAT) system. For a specified integration time, the Lincoln
Laboratory CCD system detects fainter asteroids having
higher magnitudes.
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The binary-quantized data are clustered on a
frame-by-frame basis to group adjacent pixels. The
centroids and extents of these pixel groups, or clus-
ters, are computed. Each cluster in the first image
frame is paired with each cluster in the last image
frame that falls within a specified radius, selected as
an upper limit on asteroid rates of motion. These
pairs form the list of candidate detections, or streaks.
Each candidate streak is assigned a velocity by divid-
ing the displacement from the beginning to the end
of the streak by the time interval that it spans. For
each candidate streak, the LINEAR detection algo-
rithm searches intermediate frames for clusters with
the appropriate displacement to match the streak’s ve-
locity. These matching clusters are added to the can-
didate streak. Once all of the candidate streaks have
been filled out, the LINEAR algorithm rejects those
streaks which have too few clusters. The streaks re-
maining are considered detections. Plate solutions are
generated by using a star-matching algorithm and a
star catalog, and then the precise locations of the de-
tections in each frame are calculated. Detection loca-

tions are converted to final observations formatted in
right ascension and declination sky coordinates. De-
tections of fast-moving objects, which are potential
NEOs, are manually reviewed to identify and elimi-
nate any false positives that have leaked through the
system.

Figure 8 shows an example of the detection of an
NEO asteroid. Figure 8(a) is a composite of five im-
age frames, each separated by twenty-eight minutes.
Figure 8(b) shows output of the LINEAR detection
system in which asteroid 1998 KD3 is highlighted
with a sequence of four red circles and an arrow that
indicates the direction of motion. Detections of
slower-moving main-belt asteroids are in green. The
images in Figure 8 were cropped from a much larger
CCD image.

LINEAR searches are typically repeated to search a
given area of the sky twice within a seven-day period.
Occasionally, an area of the sky is searched three times
if one of the previous two nights of searching had
marginal observing conditions. In addition, the out-
put of the detection system depicted in Figure 7 for

FIGURE 7. Process flow at the Experimental Test Site (ETS) for the LINEAR detection system, which acquires and processes a
series of CCD images of the sky to detect moving objects. The detection list is matched against a star catalog to produce a set
of final NEO observations, which are then sent to Lincoln Laboratory.
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transmission to Lincoln Laboratory in Lexington,
Massachusetts, requires additional processing before
submittal to the MPC.

Interactions with Minor Planet Center

The MPC, which is part of the Harvard Smithsonian
Astrophysical Observatory, maintains a catalog of all
known asteroids, comets, and other minor planets.

The role of the MPC for asteroids is analogous to the
role of Cheyenne Mountain in Colorado Springs,
Colorado, for satellite tracking and cataloging. To
support their cataloging efforts, the MPC receives as-
teroid and comet observations from professional and
amateur observers around the world. These observa-
tions are checked against the catalog to identify those
observations which are of known objects, whose or-
bits are updated by using the new data.

The MPC assigns designations to new objects with
sufficient observations and credits discoveries. Gener-
ally, a main-belt asteroid discovery is credited to the
first observers who submitted their observations to
the MPC for processing and were able to observe the
object on two nights within a ten-day period. Fast-
moving new objects that are possible NEOs are im-
mediately reported and placed on the MPC’s NEO
Confirmation Page on the World Wide Web. Profes-
sional and amateur astronomers who specialize in fol-
low-up observation can download the predicted posi-
tion of NEO candidates, observe them, and send the
resulting observations to the MPC. Once confirmed,
a new NEO receives a designation and a Minor Planet
Electronic Circular announcing its discovery. Discov-
ery of the NEO is credited to the first observer sup-
plying the data leading to placement of the object on
the confirmation page.

At Lincoln Laboratory, we process LINEAR obser-
vations received from ETS to extract fast-moving ob-
jects with apparent motion greater than or equal to
0.4 deg/day, medium-speed objects with motions be-
tween 0.4 and 0.3 deg/day, and slow-moving objects
with speeds less than 0.3 deg/day. Because NEOs
tend to have faster apparent motion than main-belt
asteroids and move faster as they leave the main belt
and approach the sun, the fast movers are definite
NEO candidates. Figure 9 illustrates the process for
cataloging observations. The fast movers are con-
verted to MPC observation format, assigned tempo-
rary LINEAR designations, and electronically mailed
to the MPC for priority processing. Medium movers
are possible NEO candidates, but typically turn out
to be unusual, though not threatening, asteroids.
These are processed and sent to the MPC in the same
manner as the fast movers, but are processed at a
lower priority.

FIGURE 8. Processing a series of image frames to detect
moving objects. (a) This composite of five image frames,
each separated by twenty-eight minutes, shows the clutter
from which faint yet moving asteroids must be extracted.
The vertical streaks, associated with brighter stars, are a
saturation effect in the CCD readout. (b) The bottom image
shows the output of the LINEAR detection system, with the
newly discovered NEO—asteroid 1998 KD3—highlighted in
red. Detections of slow apparent-motion main-belt aster-
oids are colored green.

(a)

(b)
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Additional data processing tasks involve analyzing
the performance of the LINEAR system. Raw obser-
vations are processed to extract the sky coverage for a
particular night. A plotting program displays the sky
coverage, color coded for the number of nights each
region is revisited. Software automatically downloads
MPC lists of NEOs, extracts LINEAR discoveries,

To ease the processing burden on the MPC, we
process and link the slow-moving observations from
two or three nights on the same area of the sky. Each
set of linked observations is assigned a temporary des-
ignation and converted to the MPC observation re-
porting format. The resultant large data files are elec-
tronically transferred to the MPC via the Internet.

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 9. (a) Processing flow of Lincoln Laboratory ETS observations, and (b) interactions be-
tween the LINEAR program and the Minor Planet Center (MPC). Fast movers (definite NEO candi-
dates) and medium movers are all converted to MPC format and electronically mailed to the MPC.
Medium movers are processed at a lower priority. The slow movers identified from two or three
nights of observations are linked. This set of linked observations is assigned a temporary designa-
tion, converted to MPC format, and electronically transferred to the MPC.
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and superimposes them on sky-coverage plots. With
these tools, we can analyze the search pattern and ob-
serving strategy of a given lunar dark period (during
new moon) and adjust our observation strategies for
the next lunar dark period. Finally, the files of desig-
nations received from the MPC are processed, and a
database of raw observations, temporary LINEAR
designations, and MPC designations is updated and
maintained.

In addition to providing provisional designations
based on two nights of observations of newly discov-
ered objects, the MPC also coordinates the process of
numbering and naming of new discoveries for the In-
ternational Astronomical Union. Asteroids may be
numbered and formally included in the catalog after
there is a sufficiently good orbit on the object to guar-
antee that it will not be lost. Observations must be
collected over three or four oppositions, which occur
about every sixteen months, to generate an orbit of
sufficient quality to number the object. The credit for
numbering the object and the right to name the aster-
oid are conferred to the observer who provides data
over a span sufficient to guarantee that the asteroid
can be recovered and correlated over the interval be-
tween oppositions. This is called a principal designa-
tion, which usually takes data over an interval of
thirty days to achieve. LINEAR currently has naming
rights to approximately 450 asteroids when they are
eventually numbered, and is acquiring these rights at
a rate of approximately 200 per month. The first
LINEAR asteroid, numbered 7904, has been named
Morrow in honor of Walter Morrow, the recently re-
tired director of Lincoln Laboratory.

LINEAR Search Results

The initial LINEAR system was tested during March
through July 1997 to determine its search effective-
ness. Because of limited equipment availability at that
time, a 1024 × 1024-pixel CCD was used rather than
the full-scale GEODSS chip. Despite the smaller
CCD chip, LINEAR productivity was high, and per-
formance was comparable to search programs such as
NEAT and Spacewatch. During this five-month trial
period 3 new NEOs and 1367 main-belt asteroids
were discovered and assigned MPC designations.

LINEAR began search trials with the large-format

FIGURE 10. Equatorial plot of the sky covered by LINEAR
during opposition in March, April, and May of 1998. The
plots are color coded to indicate the number of  times the sky
area was covered during the month.
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1960 × 2560-pixel CCD chip in October 1997. LIN-
EAR search operations were conducted during the
half of the month when the moon was less illumi-
nated to reduce the background noise and increase
the sensitivity of the search. In the initial 10 nights of
operations LINEAR generated 52,542 observations
and detected 11 NEO candidates, of which 9 were
confirmed and received new designations from the
MPC. Two of the NEO candidates were lost in subse-
quent follow-up attempts by the worldwide network
of astronomers who track new objects.

LINEAR resumed observations with the large
CCD during the lunar dark period in March 1998.
During that time, LINEAR produced over 150,000
observations and detected 22 NEO candidates, of
which only 13 were confirmed and received designa-
tions. We believe one reason for the loss rate of NEO
discoveries during this interval is that we overloaded
the capacity of follow-up observers. During subse-
quent operations in April and May 1998, we invested
more effort in following up our NEO discoveries to
avoid this problem, and have had no losses for those
two months. During the March 1998 lunar dark pe-
riod, the MPC indicates that LINEAR provided over
90% of the worldwide total of asteroid observations.
Figure 10 contains a plot of the sky coverage achieved
during the March, April, and May 1998 observing
intervals. Many of the areas near the ecliptic were cov-
ered multiple times. During the three-month interval
displayed, the search planning methods that LINEAR
used matured significantly, leading to coverage of a
larger extent of the sky with less overlap beyond the
two visits required to achieve MPC designations on
the discovered objects.

Table 1 summarizes the LINEAR search observa-

Table 1. Monthly Performance of LINEAR Program

Period Observations Search Area (deg
2
) NEOs Comets

October ’97 52,575 3060 9 0

March ’98 151,035 9906 13 0

April ’98 91,495 7124 8 1

May ’98 51,068 12,124 14 4

FIGURE 11. Histogram of  the size distribution of NEOs dis-
covered by LINEAR through March 1998.

tions with the large-format CCD, demonstrating that
LINEAR has the capability to discover long-period
comets. The comets are detected in the same process
as asteroids and included on the MPC confirmation
page. Figure 11 shows a histogram of the estimated
sizes of the NEOs discovered. LINEAR is finding nu-
merous asteroids larger than 1 km in diameter, the
theoretical threshold diameter for worldwide climatic
effects in a collision. Another metric of LINEAR per-
formance comes from the MPC’s list of potentially
hazardous asteroids that can potentially approach
Earth to within 5 million km and are at least 200 m
in diameter [6]. As of 16 June 1998, this list has 123
entries of which LINEAR has discovered 12.

Figure 12 shows a histogram of all LINEAR aster-
oid detections, both known and newly designated,
through the end of 1997. The histogram demon-
strates that LINEAR can see beyond what is docu-
mented in the current catalog of asteroids. The x-axis
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of the figure shows both absolute magnitude (on the
bottom) and the estimated diameter of asteroids de-
tected (on the top). Diameter estimates are based on
absolute magnitude by assuming an average surface
reflectance. The peak of the population discovered by
LINEAR is approximately two visual magnitudes
fainter than the peak for the known population, rep-
resenting a major advance in detection capability. Im-
proved detection sensitivity allows LINEAR to char-
acterize more quickly the population curve shown in
Figure 2. This capability is required to catalog all
NEOs down to 1 km.

Another metric for determining the contribution
made by LINEAR is to compare its productivity with
other major asteroid search programs. Table 2 com-
pares three recent months of LINEAR results with
the recent results of the Spacewatch and NEAT pro-

grams. Note that LINEAR’s performance exceeds
that of the other programs.

Further insight into the relative performance of the
search programs may be derived from sky plots pro-
vided by the MPC. The MPC does not generally
know what portion of the sky each search program
has covered; however, it does track the distribution of
the asteroid detections provided by each search pro-
gram. Figure 13 contains the sky plots of the detec-
tions reported by major search programs, including
Spacewatch, NEAT, ODAS (a joint effort between
the Observatoire de la Côte D’Azur in Nice, France,
and the Institute of Planetary Exploration in Berlin-
Adlershof, Germany), and LINEAR for March, April,
and May 1998 [7]. The LINEAR program domi-
nated the sky over each of these months in both sky
coverage and number of observations generated.

Table 2. Performance of Asteroid Search Programs

Program Period Detections Detections/Month Discoveries/Month NEOs/Month

LINEAR 3/98–5/98 58,719 9573 3027 12

Spacewatch 1/95–12/96 69,308 2888 459 2

NEAT 10/95–3/98 23,061 824 53 1

FIGURE 12. Histogram of asteroids detected by LINEAR through 1997, including new discoveries
and known objects. The peak of the population discovered by LINEAR is approximately two visual
magnitudes fainter than the peak for the known population.
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Summary

The LINEAR program has successfully demonstrated
the application of U.S. Air Force space-surveillance
technology to the search for NEOs, asteroids, and
comets. Operational experience shows that the large-

format 1960 × 2560-pixel CCD used by LINEAR for
wide-area asteroid searches performs more efficiently
than traditional CCDs used by other asteroid search
programs. During three months of operations
(March, April, and May 1998), LINEAR searched a
total of 29,154 square degrees of sky to a limiting vi-
sual magnitude exceeding 19, and submitted over
293,000 observations of asteroids to the MPC. These
data resulted in the discovery and designation of 53
new NEOs, 4 new comets, and over 10,000 main-
belt asteroids.
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